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Executive Summary

This technical report summarizes the findings of the TwinOps project, a one-year project executed during FY20.

TwinOps researched the engineering of cyber-physical systems (CPSs). CPSs exhibit multiple engineering, validation and verification (V&V), and testing challenges. In this project, we aimed at reducing the time to deliver a software-intensive system by improving engineering and testing activities.

TwinOps explored the interplay between three core technologies:

- Model-based engineering (MBE): An engineering approach that relies on models as first-class abstractions of a system to support engineering activities.
- DevOps: An organizational effort to support continuous delivery of software through a better coupling between development and operations activities.
- Digital twins: An infrastructure to support system monitoring and diagnosis in real time to enable continuous system improvement.

By the conclusion of FY20, the SEI achieved the following outcomes through its research on TwinOps:

- The SEI delivered a ModDevOps example that extends DevOps by incorporating MBE and V&V capabilities. We demonstrated how MBE model processing capabilities enable rapid system prototyping.
- The SEI created an enhanced analysis and testing process for systems architects who build software-intensive CPSs by defining the TwinOps process.
- The SEI used TwinOps to build on ModDevOps and digital twins to collect data on a system at runtime and compares it to other engineering artifacts: model simulation and analysis. This comparison enables rapid system diagnosis.

Both ModDevOps and TwinOps processes are documented as SysML models. These models support a full definition of the process. Hence, these processes can be reviewed and adapted to other project needs.

Two case studies using a combination of modeling languages (SysML, Architecture Analysis and Design Language [AADL], and Modelica [in addition to C programming]) illustrate these two contributions. We used Azure IoT and GitLab forge as supporting DevOps infrastructure.
Abstract

This report summarizes the contributions of the TwinOps project, a one-year project funded by the Software Engineering Institute and executed during FY20. The contributions of this research are twofold. First, it introduced ModDevOps as an innovative approach to bridging model-based engineering and software engineering using DevOps concepts and code generation from models. ModDevOps smooths the transition from model-level verification and validation (V&V) to software production. Second, the research developed TwinOps, a specific ModDevOps pipeline that equips system engineers with new analysis capabilities through the careful combinations of model artifacts as they are built.
1 Summary

In this chapter, we provide a summary of the TwinOps project, its context, and its key results.

1.1 Context and Objectives of the TwinOps Project

The increased complexity of cyber-physical systems (CPSs) is causing a wide range of undefined behaviors. Harmful issues, such as imprecise component characterization (in the functional, timing, or safety viewpoints), or emergent system behaviors, such as system deadlocks or erratic behaviors, often emerge during testing or after system deployment. These unwanted behaviors cause significant and costly rework and delay system delivery.

DevOps for software systems, and digital twins for CPSs, have recently emerged as two interesting technologies for improving CPS engineering. Our initial research objective was to ease the deployment of simulations or instrumented CPS through DevOps, which uses continuous integration, deployment, and real-time monitoring of the whole system, while leveraging the digital twins concept to review the software-centric view of monitored data with actual physical parameters. Yet, the connection between DevOps and digital twins relies on specific engineering artifacts and processes. The TwinOps project aimed to define them.

The SEI MBE team advocates for model-based technologies. We claim that models can address some of these concerns. To do so, we want to combine multiple classes of models:

- **systems engineering models** to capture system requirements, interfaces, and the system’s functional decomposition into subsystems
- **simulation models** to evaluate the system general behavior
- **engineering models** for the system’s design, and then model transformations towards analytical models (e.g., for model checking, performance evaluation) and, finally, code generation.

We note these classes of models are usually considered in isolation and developed concurrently. We claim that these models can be combined in a uniform process to improve the whole engineering process.

In this report, we first define *ModDevOps*, an extension of DevOps that leverages model-based engineering approaches to improve system continuous integration/continuous delivery (CI/CD). ModDevOps is defined as a generic process.

*TwinOps* is a specialization of ModDevOps aimed at CPS engineering, verification and validation (V&V), and deployment. TwinOps combines DevOps practice and model-based code generation practice to facilitate system deployments for multiple targets to build the simulation testbench, validation platform, and digital twins of a cyber-physical system.

The TwinOps project builds on the foundations of DevOps and digital twins infrastructures. *DevOps* is a software development process that relies on an iterative workflow combining the development and operation of software, from coding to deployment on a monitored runtime infrastructure, either simulated or on an actual platform. DevOps is supported by a collection of cloud technologies to encourage automation in building, testing, and deployment activities. *Digital*
**1.2 Delivered Contributions**

TwinOps aims at expediting the testing phase of system development by generating most of the software that can be deduced from a system’s architectural model, and its testbench, in a single unified process. System architecture virtual integration (SAVI) studies demonstrated that a significant number of errors are discovered and mitigated during the integration and acceptance phases of a project. This phenomenon is reflected in an increase in the required testing and/or retesting effort [Feiler 2009].

By relying extensively on code generation and linking it to a test bench or a digital twin, TwinOps reduces the number of faults leaking through to later phases of CPS engineering at design time, so engineers will have more confidence in the system under construction, and also at runtime, to allow the instrumentation to improve system verifiability.

In the following chapters, we present the following contributions:

- Definition and example of a *ModDevOps* process (see Section 3): We define ModDevOps, an extension DevOps that incorporates MBE engineering and V&V capabilities. We demonstrate how MBE model processing capabilities enable rapid system prototyping.

- Definition of *TwinOps* process (see Sections 4 and 5): TwinOps builds on ModDevOps and digital twins to collect data on a system at runtime and compare it to other engineering artifacts: model simulation and analysis. This comparison enables rapid system diagnosis. We detail the TwinOps process as follows:
  - In Section 4, we introduce an instantiation of ModDevOps to engineer and deploy a CPS using a DevOps pipeline, and we illustrate this process with a case study that highlights the key steps of ModDevOps to provide a “systems engineer view” of the process.
  - In Section 5, we present this case study in more depth. We introduce all the models built and the specific configuration of the CI/CD pipeline we implemented.

We evaluate the contributions of TwinOps first by the capability to synthesize required code to deploy systems, their simulations, and their corresponding digital twin; and second, by the capability to collect runtime execution traces.
2 ModDevOps: Coupling Model-Based Engineering and DevOps

In this section, we first introduce the main contribution of the TwinOps project: ModDevOps, a coupling of model-based engineering and DevOps.

In Section 2.1, we review relevant technologies to the research. Section 2.2 presents model-based systems and software engineering. In Section 2.3, we introduce ModDevOps as a high-level concept.

2.1 Technology Overview

The TwinOps line of work addresses the general context of model-based systems engineering and model-based software engineering applied to CPSs. We consider systems engineering different from software engineering, because each of these disciplines has different objectives and processes.¹

“Model” is a term used in many different settings. So is the term “system.” There are models trained for artificial intelligence (AI), models built for systems engineering (model-based systems engineering [MBSE] such as SysML), models built for architecting a system and assessing its non-functional properties (e.g., Architecture Analysis & Design Language [AADL]), models of algorithms, and many more. Many of these models support aspects of the development process, while very few are deployed in the operations phase of the system.

In this section, we analyze various topics related to models and the modeling process. These concepts will allow us to define ModDevOps.

2.1.1 DevOps

DevOps has been codified as a set of practices that combines software development (Dev) and IT operations (Ops). These practices have been combined as a process that aims to shorten the systems development lifecycle and provide continuous delivery with high software quality [Wikipedia 2020]. DevOps is defined more precisely as a “collaborative and multidisciplinary effort within an organization to automate continuous delivery of new software versions while guaranteeing their correctness and reliability” [Leite 2019].

The DevOps processes uses automation to expedite specific steps, such as software building, testing, or deployment. Beyond the human organization, DevOps focuses primarily on automation to discharge engineers from error-prone tasks (so that they can focus on core activities, such as feature update or debugging) and to monitor the system execution to debug or update the software.

2.1.2 Perspectives On Modeling

The specification, design, and V&V of CPSs rely on a common set of modeling capabilities:

¹ Fairley discusses this dichotomy in great detail [Fairley 2019].
• **Modeling capabilities that lay out the foundations of the system, its components, interfaces, and behaviors.** Following Rauzy’s thesis on the foundations of MBSE, we acknowledge Rauzy’s first thesis that “The diversity of models is irreducible” [Rauzy 2019]. One needs to combine models with heterogeneous notations and semantics to cover all of the system’s execution scenarios. In our research, we restrict modeling to the capability to capture the semantics of the system in some form.

• **Analysis capabilities to infer properties from the system’s model.** Analysis capabilities are inherently linked to the model itself.

• **The set of analyses that can be executed (the questions that can be answered) depends on the model itself.** As Marvin L. Minsky noted: “To an observer B, an object A* is a model of an object A to the extent that B can use A* to answer questions that interest him about A. The model relation is inherently ternary. Any attempt to suppress the role of the intentions of the investigator B leads to circular definitions or to ambiguities about ‘essential features’ and the like” [Minsky 1965].

• **Synthesis capabilities to transform a model into another formalism.** These capabilities can be an analytical model used for analysis or source code that can be used for simulating the system or deployed on the target. Typical examples of the latter are AADL-to-code or Simulink-to-code.

These capabilities have been defined and led to the definition of many model-based initiatives, such as Object Management Group (OMG) Unified Modeling Language (OMG UML), OMG SysML, Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) AADL, Simulink, Safety-Critical Application Development Environment (SCADE), Modelica, and International Telecommunication Union Specification and Description Language (ITU SDL). Each language supports its own set of modeling objectives, analysis support, and synthesis capabilities.

### 2.1.3 Modeling Cyber-Physical Systems

As stated by Minsky, models and analysis are linked. In addition, the collection of models reveals other intrinsic properties [Minsky 1965]:

• As expressed in systems, CPS engineering relies on model-based systems engineering to capture systems requirements, functions, and stakeholders. These models are capturing relationships between elements and delegating to other models more precise details (e.g., behaviors and performance). They are pragmatic models per Rauzy’s definition.

• As expressed in cyber and physical entities, CPS engineering is also better described by a collection of formal models, each of which supports different analyses. This is Rauzy’s first thesis.

During the execution of the TwinOps project, we retained the following taxonomy of modeling languages, based on their primary concern area:

• At a system-level: OMG SysML [OMG 2019]

• At a software architectural level: SAE AADL [SAE 2017]

• At a software level: Matlab Simulink, ANSYS SCADE, and traditional programming languages such as C, Ada, etc.

• Other domains: physics (Modelica), cyber-physical modeling (Ptolemy), etc.
In addition, Rauzy’s second thesis states, “There is an epistemic gap between pragmatic and formal models.” Because they have different natures and purposes, deriving a formal model from a pragmatic one requires an engineering process that cannot generally be automated. In Rauzy’s definition, a formal model is a model with precise semantics from which one can derive analysis results automatically.

To revisit the previous list: SysML and C are pragmatic models, they either do not fully specify system internals, like SysML, or are subject to interpretation like C and its undefined behaviors. On the other hand, the SAE AADL, Matlab Simulink, and others might be considered formal models. From these formal models, one can derive an automated process to perform analysis, generate code, or run simulations.

2.1.4 Models and Processes

The previous considerations call for a careful definition of model-supported engineering processes. It has been established that it is necessary to have multiple modeling notations and that they must be combined. In some cases, models are amenable to some automation, such as analysis or simulation.

In this section, we review two relevant Department of Defense (DoD) initiatives: digital thread and digital engineering.

2.1.4.1 Digital Thread

In their paper “Untangling the Digital Thread: The Challenge and Promise of Model-Based Engineering in Defense Acquisition,” Timothy D. West and Art Pyster introduce the digital thread concept as “a framework for merging the conceptual models of the system (the traditional focus of MBSE) with the discipline-specific engineering models of various system elements” [West 2015]. This vision supports data interchange between the various design stages of an aircraft to consolidate the acquisition process within the U.S. Air Force.

The concept of a digital thread relies on simulation and high-performance computing to support the engineering of full aircraft. The key relevant domains are physical, such as mechanics, electrical, and manufacturing. Yet, digital thread is also relevant for software-intensive systems, considering software engineering and its delivery.

2.1.4.2 Digital Engineering

The DoD defines digital engineering as “an integrated digital approach that uses authoritative sources of system data and models as a continuum across disciplines to support lifecycle activities from concept through the disposal” [DoD 2018]. It builds on the concept of “an end-to-end enterprise. This will enable the use of models throughout the lifecycle to digitally represent the system of interest (i.e., a system of systems, systems, processes, equipment, products, parts) in the virtual world.”

Digital engineering is defined as a strategy rather than as a process. As mentioned in the final words of his foreword to the Department of Defense Digital Engineering Strategy, Michael D. Griffen, then Undersecretary of Defense for Research and Engineering, noted, “This strategy describes the ‘what’ necessary to foster the use of digital engineering practices. Those implementing
the practices must develop the ‘how’—the implementation steps necessary to apply digital engineering in each enterprise” [DoD 2018].

Hence, digital engineering must be adapted to unique project needs. The Architecture Centric Virtual Integration Process (ACVIP) proposes a declination of the digital engineering strategy for the avionics system built on top of AADL [Boydston 2019]. Other declinations are being designed across the DoD.

In addition, it is significant that both digital thread and digital engineering insist on defining an Agile development process with automation at its core. This resonates with DevOps practices.

2.1.5 Conclusion

This quick survey of relevant technology highlighted some key aspects of modeling. First and foremost among them is the need for a diverse range of models and the need to combine models in efficient ways. As of the time of writing of this report, there is no unified definition of digital engineering, digital thread, or ACVIP.

Through its definition of ModDevOps, the TwinOps project is contributing to this general reflection on how to deliver systems faster and with increased confidence.

2.2 MBS2E Overview

Under model-based systems and software engineering (MBS2E), systems are defined as a collection of models and source code artifacts. Their combination covers all steps of the engineering cycle, from high-level requirements to the delivery of the source code.

An overview of the interplay between abstract activities and the corresponding supporting notation is shown in Figure 1.2 It covers only the embedded software side of a CPS and the languages selected in the previous section. The SysML activity diagram formalism is used to capture the general process attached to it.

---

2 The diagram was created using Papyrus, an SysML editor that is part of the Eclipse ecosystem. https://www.eclipse.org/papyrus/
1. First, the system is specified and designed. A first high-level model of the system is captured using SysML, along with a set of system constraints that will serve as requirements for the next step. At this stage, the model of the system is informative and covers its requirements, high-level breakdown structure, and a high-level description of each component interface and behavior.

2. Second, the system’s architecture is defined. It is derived from the SysML representation and associated constraints. AADL allows for a more precise definition of the system architecture as a collection of components that captures regular software or hardware behaviors (thread, device, processor, etc.) and can precisely address the runtime aspects of the system.

3. Finally, the system parts can be engineered. From the AADL model definition, we can derive the software low-level requirements (e.g., the subprogram interfaces to be implemented). Then, these parts can be generated automatically from Simulink or other models, or engineers may select UML to capture more precisely the model of the software to be implemented first or implement it directly in their language of choice.

Note that each modeling technology provides automated processes to perform model analysis or code synthesis. The following lists the accepted role of each formalism:

- **SysML** provides some capabilities to perform trade-off analysis and semantics checks [Leserf 2019]. SysML supports requirements engineering and will provide a mechanism to assess that all requirements are traced to system constituents.
- **AADL** provides more capabilities to support performance, safety, or security analysis. In addition, one can define project-specific analysis to assess some structural properties, such as
conformance to some modeling guidelines [Delange 2016]. This specificity allows designers to assess most of the non-functional properties and ensure partial functional correctness.

- UML supports semantics checks to validate that the model is sound, just like compilers. The benefits of a modeling approach pertain to the ability to master the complexity of software functions.

- Programming languages now propose a variety of tools to assert software correctness based on SMT solvers, such as ACSL for the C language or SPARK2014 for Ada.

These formalisms can be embedded into larger system engineering processes or included in a software production environment.

2.3 ModDevOps, a Primer

In the previous sections, we introduced various considerations on models and how they can be interconnected. In this section, we define ModDevOps, an extension of DevOps that incorporates models.

We noted earlier that one desirable feature of models, beyond their advanced analysis capabilities, is their ability to accelerate system delivery. This consideration is echoed by the DevOps approach for software. DevOps has been codified as a set of practices that combines software development (Dev) and IT operations (Ops). It aims to shorten the systems development lifecycle and provide continuous delivery with high software quality [Wikipedia 2020]. DevOps relies on the idea of CI/CD and infrastructure-as-code as central pillars.

We introduce ModDevOps as an extension of DevOps, embracing model-based systems and software engineering.

2.3.1 ModDevOps Definition

Model-based engineering relies on models as first-class abstractions of a system under study [Rodrigues da Silva 2015]. In the NASA paper “Survey on Model-Based Software Engineering and Auto-Generated Code,” the authors show how automated code generation in the engineering of embedded software both increased confidence in produced software and accelerated delivery [Goseva-Popstojanova 2016]. Yet, this is usually a one-way process in which debugging generated software and informing model updates pose challenges.

The U.S. Air Force proposed a definition of DevOps that insists on the whole system lifecycle [Air Force 2022]. We extend this definition and define ModDevOps as follows, with our additions in bold:

*ModDevOps is a systems/software co-engineering culture and practice that aims to unify model-based systems engineering (Mod), software development (Dev), and software operation (Ops). The main characteristic of the ModDevOps movement is to strongly advocate abstraction, automation, and monitoring at all steps of system construction, from integration, testing, and releasing to deployment and infrastructure management.*

ModDevOps is built on the premise that model-based engineering is the natural complement to software engineering. By providing machine-processable models, one can increase automation to improve system V&V and to generate code, whether it is application code or infrastructure code.
2.3.2 ModDevOps “Infinity Loop”

ModDevOps extends DevOps by refining how specific steps can be supported by model-based techniques. ModDevOps refines the typical DevOps “infinite loop” steps as shown in Figure 2.

![ModDevOps Infinity Loop Diagram](image)

**Figure 2: ModDevOps Infinity Loop**

*Modeling* encompasses physical, architectural, and software modeling aspects and source code definition. Source code is the ultimate machine-processable model of the function to be implemented. This step encompasses the following activities of ModDevOps:

1. Planning, requirements definition, and properties (identification/definition): Define the systems engineering models of the system, along with a validation plan.
2. Modeling architecture and parts: Refine the models and define domain-specific models to cover the various parts. Models address specific concerns captured in the previous phases (e.g., need to model the environment, or control, or the architecture of an embedded system).
3. Virtual Integration: Define the interaction points between these models (e.g., how the realization of an architecture executes specific functions or associated engineering models and the environment model).

*Test bench/system realization* is an automated software factory that builds the various artifacts: simulation code, executables.

4. *Code generation* produces code from models with multiple objectives: generating functional and middleware code to run on the target; generating simulation elements. Also, glue code is generated to (1) monitor properties, such as resource consumption or data exchange, and (2) detect specific execution patterns.
5. *Software Assembly* combines the various pieces to build multiple targets.

“*Ops*” deploys and executes the generated software.

7. *Data Analysis* confronts the various data for accuracy and consistency.
8. *Analysis* will inform updates to the system requirements, properties, and updates to the system design.

As defined, ModDevOps extends DevOps with MBE. The ModDevOps processes appear mostly during the Dev phase, aggregating engineering artifacts.

### 2.3.3 ModDevOps $\subset$ Dev(*)Ops

Recently, the U.S. Air Force wrote a note on the risk of stacking terms between (Dev) and (Ops) [Tanner 2022]. Starting with security (Sec), the author mentions that many other concerns could be stacked.

We agree that (Dev) must embed the right engineering principles to deliver expected software and its associated attributes, such as security, performance, and reliability. Therefore, DevOps should be self-sufficient.

Yet, this claim provides an incomplete assessment of the engineering issues at stake. Model-based techniques have demonstrated their added value in defining proper abstractions to conduct early analysis and virtual system integration. Modeling encompasses activities well beyond software development. They touch all engineering domains, including systems engineering, mechanical engineering, and electrical engineering. This characteristic calls for a larger view of a DevOps-like process that embraces modeling activities as an integral part of the engineering of software-intensive systems. This point will be refined in Section 4, in which we illustrate the benefits of a ModDevOps approach for the engineering of CPSs.

### 2.4 ModDevOps Defined as SysML model

In this section, we propose a comprehensive definition of ModDevOps. To do so, we use SysML to document the key stakeholders and components of ModDevOps.$^3$

Note: In the following section, models reference *TwinOps*. This is a reference to the name of the project itself.

---

$^3$ All models have been built using Cameo Enterprise Architecture 19.0.
2.4.1 ModDevOps Use Cases

The ModDevOps process has five stakeholders. The following overview highlights their respective roles and associated use cases (see Figure 3 for details).

- **Systems engineers** capture the high-level aspects of the systems as a collection of models. These models represent hardware and software architecture, component and system simulations, and data models. The associated use cases cover all modeling activities.
- **Hardware/software engineers** implement the system by writing C code or designing and/or building the hardware platform. Depending on the project, software engineers may also perform precise Simulink or AADL modeling activities with the objective of performing code generation.
- **V&V engineers** are responsible for the V&V of the system: They develop testing approaches, perform analysis, collect execution logs, and generate reports.
- **DevOps engineers** provide and maintain the infrastructure-as-code DevOps platform used to federate all activities.

These stakeholders use a common repository to manage artifacts. These artifacts are processed in a DevOps pipeline. To some extent, this DevOps pipeline facilitator acts as a fifth team member to support other stakeholders.

- The **DevOps pipeline** automates various tasks, such as building the system, execution of tests, or deployment.
2.4.2 ModDevOps Blocks

We can now review the ModDevOps blocks and how they interact with the defined stakeholders. This is shown in Figure 4.

ModDevOps is made of four blocks and two supporting stakeholders:

- **SCM** is the source configuration management. Usually, it is a Git repository supporting CI/CD capabilities. It is usually deployed in a cloud-based infrastructure. In our case studies, we use a GitLab instance hosted on Amazon Web Services (AWS).
- **CI/CD** is the infrastructure supporting continuous integration/continuous deployment. It is also a Cloud-based node, or alternatively executed directly on the target running a GitLab runner.
- **Modeling Tools** is the collection of modeling tools used for building models.
- **Target** is the deployment target, such as an x86/64 computer or Raspberry Pi board.

Formally speaking, the Hardware/software engineer and the DevOps engineer “belong” to the ModDevOps process: They provide services to the user of the process. The systems engineer and V&V engineer are the users of the process. They will interact with its parts to build, integrate, and deploy a system.

2.4.3 ModDevOps Activities

The block diagrams from the previous section provide a static view of the process; namely, its parts and stakeholders. In this section, we provide a definition of the dynamic of ModDevOps.

First, each block has a collection of activities it can support. These activities capture the services it supports:
• SCM: Support SCM configuration
• CI/CD pipeline: Configure CI/CD pipeline and Trigger CI/CD pipeline
• Modeling tools: Verify Models
• Target: Setup Target and Run Target

Stakeholders will be in charge of other activities, such as “build model” or “store/fetch elements from SCM.” This mapping is straightforward.

These atomic actions are the building blocks of the ModDevOps process. To do so, we use a SysML activity diagram to mention how activities (attached to each block) are sequenced, as shown in Figure 5. First, the SCM is configured. Next, the target and the CI/CD pipeline are configured. Modeling tools are packaged as containers and used to build models. Models can eventually be verified prior to implementing the system. When the models and code are ready, the CI/CD platform is triggered, leading to the integration of the software elements and their deployment on the target. Upon successful deployment, the system starts its execution. Logs are collected and analyzed. This leads to a new modeling phase that will repeat the whole process.
Finally, we can use a SysML traceability matrix to relate all activities from the previous activity diagram to elements from the initial use case we presented as shown in Figure 6. This matrix guarantees that all use cases have been properly covered by the definition of the ModDevOps process.
Figure 6: ModDevOps Activities Traced to Its Use Cases

2.5 Conclusion

In this section, we provided a full definition of ModDevOps. ModDevOps extends DevOps by recognizing the role of modeling activities in the engineering of systems, especially cyber-physical systems. ModDevOps was gradually defined: first informally, then formally using SysML. This formalization allows us to better characterize the various steps of the process.

As we have defined it, ModDevOps remains a generic process that can be tailored. In the following sections, we illustrate various instances of ModDevOps to support the engineering of CPSs.
3 TwinOps Defined: ModDevOps for CPS

In this chapter, we give a concrete realization of ModDevOps in a cyber-physical setting. We define the first part of TwinOps, a ModDevOps process geared towards the engineering of CPSs. We concentrate on the ModDev part of the process.

3.1 TwinOps Introduction

The coupling of model-based techniques and DevOps is an emerging research topic. Contemporary to the definition of the TwinOps research agenda, Combemale et al. presented a roadmap for model-based DevOps for CPS [Combemale 2019]. The authors propose a collection of challenges to be addressed to better couple MBE and DevOps. They list research challenges rather than actual solutions for adapting DevOps to the engineering of cyber-physical systems. Following a typical DevOps cycle, they list two main challenges that apply to the first half of the process, Dev-to-Ops:

1. Integration of model-driven techniques to DevOps: The authors propose code generation from models to be integrated to a DevOps pipeline. Code generation is triggered by model updates and subsequent deployment for running the code on a simulation platform or the actual system. They also call for specific languages for defining the corresponding CI/CD pipeline.

2. Integration of heterogeneous artefacts: The authors highlight the need for semantics interoperability across different modeling techniques, where a computer-aided design (CAD) model will be used to test a controller implemented using another modeling technology.

TwinOps provides a solution to these two challenges by leveraging well-established model processing capabilities. TwinOps builds on one core idea: using engineering models from other domains (mechanics, electronics, etc.) to validate software-intensive systems against faithful representations of the environment. TwinOps extends ModDevOps and builds on two central technologies:

- ModDevOps: rapid fielding of software capabilities with confidence, using models as inputs. We leverage code generation from models in addition to typical DevOps pipeline definition.
- Digital twins: through code generation, one can generate a digital mock-up of a system, fully synchronized with the actual system.

By combining digital twins and DevOps to engineer CPS, the TwinOps process aims to show the conformance of a system to its high-level objectives (e.g., system requirements). The TwinOps process incorporates increasingly refined models of the system, its environment, and the mission description and objectives, down to the final deployment. This is made possible by the integration of model-based assets through AADL models, extensive code generation, and parallel execution of the CPS.

In the following section, we provide a hands-on introduction to TwinOps through a case study: an IoT sensor processing unit known as “SensorProcessing.”
3.2 The SensorProcessing Demonstrator

Let us assume we want to build a monitoring system for a building. The system will monitor and collect environmental conditions to ensure the proper operation of an air conditioning system. The system participates in a digital twin of the building. We elicit the following requirements:

- **R1**: The system shall monitor the humidity and temperature in multiple points of a building every 10 minutes during office hours or every 30 minutes thereafter.
- **R2**: The system shall store humidity, temperature, and timestamp data in a central repository.
- **R3**: The system shall detect and report any error in the reported data, such as out-of-range values or a sudden surge in values.
- **R4**: The system shall monitor its health status and report issues.

From these considerations, an industrial survey shows that a platform built on the Azure IoT Cloud platform for data management, and a Raspberry Pi platform with a BME280 sensor device, could deliver the expected functionalities [Microsoft 2021]. The Azure IoT framework associated with a Raspberry Pi board supports the implementation of a digital twin of the building to monitor and control its temperature.

Several open-source projects propose a full description of such a system down to software implementation of sensor reading, but they do not cover the error detection and logging/reporting. In the following sections, we illustrate how model-based engineering and ModDevOps could be combined to support the definition and engineering of this system. We also illustrate how combining MBE code generation and CI/CD techniques allows for the automated deployment of a solution.

3.3 ModDevOps Applied to SensorProcessing: Models

In the following sections, we illustrate how ModDevOps, which was introduced in Section 2.3, can be used to design, analyze, and then deploy the SensorProcessing system. For each step, we provide an overview of the provided solution. The implementation details are discussed in Section 4.

In the first step, “Plan requirements and properties,” we define the requirements of the system, their decomposition as subfunctions, and use case scenarios attached to it.

3.3.1 TwinOps Solution #1: Use Containers for Delivering Modeling Environments

According to the DevOps philosophy, the first concern is to ensure all team members use the same baseline for the modeling environment. We propose to use docker containers to build a reproducible modeling environment [Boettiger 2014]. The “TwinOps DevOps engineer” role defined a container with the Eclipse baseline for modeling environment, comprised of Papyrus SysML 1.6, OSATE AADL toolchain, and Modelica Development Tooling (MDT) tools. Their use scenarios are detailed below.

Using this environment, the first set of models of the system can be captured: a collection of OMG SysML 1.6 diagrams that capture the high-level requirements of the system, use cases, and first-level system decomposition [OMG 2019].
In the second step, “Modeling architecture and parts,” these models are refined as AADL models as shown in Figure 7. AADL models capture the embedded system architecture as a collection of processors, buses, devices, and software attached to it. Our choice for AADL has been dictated by the classes of analyses and code generation capabilities.

![Figure 7: SensorProcessing / AADL Model](image)

3.3.2 TwinOps Solution #2: Perform Virtual Integration from Models

We leveraged the Architecture-Led Incremental System Assurance (ALISA) Domain-Specific Language (DSL) [Delange 2016] to refine requirements into verifiable items attached to target metrics. An ALISA verification plan binds requirements to verification methods to be executed, usually a verification plug-in, and reports on any discrepancy. This virtual integration ensures that the model, as currently engineered, can be integrated on the target platform and meet stated performance metrics.

The AADL model combined with an ALISA verification plan supports the evaluation of some key metrics, such as the number of messages processed per unit of time and energy consumption. An ALISA verification plan can be executed from within Eclipse or integrated as tests in a regular test suite environment such as JUnit.

It is important to note that both AADL and ALISA are amenable to continuous integration using the Civis tool by Adventium Labs [Smith 2018]. Using Civis, a designer may run an ALISA verification plan and report on performance indicators or other metrics.

3.3.3 TwinOps Lessons Learned

TwinOps builds on a model-based CI/CD pipeline that contains both models and a reproducible modeling environment. Model-level analysis and evaluation of some metrics are performed, and discrepancies can lead to model refactoring. These steps result in the modeling pipeline (see Figure 8). Initially, SysML and AADL modeling steps are performed, then ALISA verification may
either detect an error or continue to the next step. SysML covers use cases definition and requirements capture, whereas AADL covers architecture modeling activities.

![Modeling Pipeline for Sensor Processing](image)

*Figure 8: Modeling Pipeline for Sensor Processing*

This pipeline forms the first level of ModDevOps, closing the loop at model-level.

### 3.4 ModDevOps Applied to Sensor Processing: Implementation

This second step addresses dual objectives: support V&V activities and deliver the final system. One limit in the previous MBE CI/CD pipeline is that not all properties may be assessed at model-levels. Figure 9 illustrates some contributors to issues that can only be evaluated at runtime: timing budgets for end-to-end flows (highlighted flow in yellow) may not be respected by the implementation or communication bus, devices may experience some bias at runtime (in blue) that must be detected and mitigated, or loss of the connection to the logging facility (in orange).

![Runtime Monitoring Points](image)

*Figure 9: Runtime Monitoring Points*

In this second step, the system is implemented and enriched it with monitoring probes. Existing models are leveraged to perform extensive code generation from the architectural model description (Figure 10). First, software probes are implemented. Probes either validate input data or measure the execution time of functions. Second, we implement the core logic of our application. Then, we use the Ocarina AADL code generator to generate code [Lasnier 2009]. These three source code elements are combined to produce the final binary.
3.4.1 TwinOps Solution #3: Multiple Targets Code Generation

From an AADL model, Ocarina generates minimal middleware that supports the execution of the model (tasks, communication buffers, ports, etc.). The targeted language can be C (running on a variety of real-time operating systems [RTOS] or the Portable Operating System Interface [POSIX]), Ada, or formal languages for simulation and model-checking, such as LNT (a member of the Language Of Temporal Ordering Specification [LOTOS] family of formal description techniques) [Mkaouar 2020]. This multiplicity in targets allows for diverse means to evaluate the system as follows:

- LNT supports executing functional C code embedded in a formal model of the system and state-space exploration for safety or liveness properties.
- C allows for direct execution on the target using devices drivers or a mock-up of the device implemented as a Functional Mockup Unit [Hugues 2018].

This process allows us to build three different targets:

1. The LNT target enables model-checking capabilities, weaving an abstract model of the environment and the execution platform with actual functional code. This process allows for a systematic evaluation of the functional side of the system but may be limited to some platform-specific aspects: error in sensors, timing issues, etc.

2. The C/FMI target with device mockups leverages the FMI standard to build a simulated environment using a Modelica model to capture the physical environment. For our sensor demo, we used a first-principles model of the sensor device and the generation of temperature and pressure from a meteorological simulation. Using FMI allows us to define specific use scenarios by adjusting physical variables while evaluating the actual execution on the target.

3. The C/Azure target, with execution on the target platform, allows for the execution of the system and its monitoring. We generated specific monitoring probes to collect all data, which is then sent to an Azure IoT digital twin of the system. The digital twin is a representation of the system in terms of its state properties, telemetry events, commands, components, and relationships. This provides a data stream that can be queried and analyzed.
3.4.2 TwinOps Solution #4: Integration as a DevOps CI/CD Pipeline

In the previous sections, we presented a mapping of modeling, model transformation, and code generation activities to a notional DevOps pipeline. We integrated these steps in a CI/CD pipeline using the GitLab platform. This pipeline supports all steps that could be automated: model transformation or code generation, compilation, testing activities, containerization, and deployment on targets.

![Deployment Pipeline Diagram]

To facilitate deployment, a docker container is built that hosts the binary along with its dependencies. This container is then stored in a container registry that provides versioning and future accessibility. This process supports a reproducible runtime environment across multiple targets. The final step in our pipeline is the deployment of the container on the target. We leveraged the Azure IoT capability to send a request to all targets to deploy and run the latest released version from the container registry.

The current configuration of the GitLab pipeline involves a manual process. Future work will consider linking the GitLab configuration to a model that configures the CI/CD pipeline and the set of deployment targets in a uniform way.

3.4.3 TwinOps Solution #5: System Analytics

All targets are ultimately combined to improve the system through data analytics: The LNT or C/FMI targets use data collected from the C/Azure targets to replay specific execution traces. Since all targets share the same code base, they provide representations of the same system at various levels of fidelity.

Finally, the same data can lead to model improvements. For instance, timing traces can be compared to theoretical time budgets used for latency or scheduling analyses, and sensor biases can lead to a different mitigation policy, for instance, to force specific recalibration. Hence, such a comparison between execution traces and the initial model can inform updates of the system to improve its accuracy.
Model transformation and code generation, combined with the automated integration of monitoring probes, support the feedback loop prescribed by DevOps philosophy: the capability to monitor the system at “Ops-time” to inform updates during “Dev-time” as shown in Figure 12.

### 3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we provided an overview of TwinOps, a declination of ModDevOps tailored for the engineering of CPS. We provided a high-level description, insisting on the key steps of the process and how they are articulated. In the next chapter, we will provide a more detailed review of the SensorProcessing example.
4 TwinOps: The SensorProcessing IoT Demo

In this chapter, we review the SensorProcessing IoT demo in more detail.

Note: Our objective is to demonstrate how to combine models using ModDevOps/TwinOps. Therefore, each model provides a basic solution to engineering problems. We took the decision to use the project effort on defining ModDevOps rather than doing unitary modeling activities.

4.1 Step 1: Defining the Modeling Process

In the previous chapter, we introduced the SensorProcessing IoT demo as follows:

Let us assume we want to build a monitoring system for a building. The system will monitor and collect environmental conditions to ensure the proper operation of an air conditioning system. The system participates in a digital twin of the building. We elicit the following requirements:

- **R1**: The system shall monitor the humidity and temperature in multiple points of a building every 10 minutes during office hours or every 30 minutes thereafter.
- **R2**: The system shall gather all data in a central repository.
- **R3**: The system shall detect and report any error in the reported data, such as out-of-range values or a sudden surge in values.
- **R4**: The system shall monitor its health status and report issues.

From these considerations, an industrial survey shows that a platform built on the Azure IoT Cloud platform for data management and a Raspberry Pi platform with a BME280 sensor device could deliver the expected functionalities [Microsoft 2021]. The Azure IoT framework associated with a Raspberry Pi board supports building a digital twin of the building to control its temperature.

The system under consideration is a cyber-physical system doubled with an IoT system. This dual nature is calling for a specific implementation path that demonstrates that both the supporting architecture and the software artifacts meet all requirements.

We plan to use the following technologies:

- **OMG SysML**: to capture the high-level model of the system: its requirements, its breakdown structure, and use case scenarios
- **SAE AADL**: to capture the architecture of the embedded platform supporting the execution of the system
- **C language**: to implement the embedded system on top of the Linux operating system
- **Azure IoT middleware and cloud platform**: to automate the deployment of the system and the collection of data
- **Modelica**: to build a mock-up of the environment and test the behavior of the system
In the following sections, we first introduce each modeling stage, then show how we implemented a ModDevOps pipeline to support automated generation and deployment of the system on target and as a simulation.

4.2 Step 2: System Model / SysML

Let us first recall the objectives of the SysML modeling activity:

1. Support the elicitation of the system requirements, an initial breakdown structure, and components.
2. Perform the initial allocation of functions to hardware/software elements.

From these requirements, one can derive requirements on the embedded platform itself and a first architecture that shows how the parts contribute to the system realization.

As we mentioned, a survey shows that a platform built on the Azure IoT Cloud platform for data management, and a Raspberry Pi platform with a BME280 sensor device, could deliver the expected functionalities. This is captured in the following block diagram.

![Figure 13: SensorProcessing SysML Architecture Breakdown](image)

Additional SysML modeling steps have been performed to define system requirements and how they are allocated to this architecture. These are discussed at the end of this chapter.

4.3 Step 3: Embedded Software and Hardware Mode / AADL

Through AADL, we aim to expand the SysML modeling activity and do the following:

1. Model the system requirements and the system architecture and its subcomponents, their interfaces, configuration parameters, etc.
2. Evaluate the system performance: latency analysis, schedulability analysis.
3. Synthesize the system.
4.3.1 Setting Up the Modeling Environment

Setting up a modeling environment, which involves the installation of software and plug-ins (and their proper configuration), can be perceived as a tedious process.

Following DevOps principles, we first built a docker container that hosts all required modeling software. In this occurrence, a complete installation of the OSATE AADL toolchain and companion plugins for schedulability analysis.

4.3.2 Modeling the System Requirements Using ALISA

Verification activities connect requirements to model elements. This process uses the ALISA toolset, which is part of the OSATE AADL toolset. ALISA combines requirements (captured to ReqSpec) architecture models, verification techniques, and assurance case traceability [Delange 2016]. For each requirement, a claim must be implemented that verifies it. Verification methods can be existing AADL verification plug-ins, user-defined methods using Resolute, or manual review methods of generated reports, such as a fault tree [Gacek 2014].

Note: In the following, we performed a “vertical” modeling of the system: We only captured minimal concepts at each level to demonstrate how they complement each other. A larger case study would have more elements at each stage.

First, we define the system goals. This is a high-level description of the set of goals the system must fulfill. We restricted it to performance objectives.

```
stakeholder goals Goals_SensorProcessing_Stakeholder for SensorProcessing::SensorProcessing.impl [
    goal sensorprocessing_performance [  
        category Metrics.Performance 
        description "The system meets expected performance"  
        stakeholder CPS_Roles.Engineer
    ]
]
```

From this objective on system performance, we selected timing performance. This objective translates into a requirement on end-to-end processing time (or latency) from sampling to sending the data to the central repository. This process is captured in the model below: one high-level requirement that mandates the maximum time to process a sample.

```
system requirements Reqs_SensorProcessing for SensorProcessing::SensorProcessing.impl [  
    description "High-level requirements for the SensorProcessing demo, software part"  
    see goals Goals_SensorProcessing_Stakeholder requirement LatencyCheck :  
        "Sensor data processing response time is less than 1 second"  
        for SensorDataProcessing [  
            category Metrics.Performance  
            see goal  
            Goals_SensorProcessing_Stakeholder.sensorprocessing_performance
        ]
]
```

---

4 This section corresponds to the content of the alisa folder.
Then, ALISA allows one to define assurance cases and plans that indicate for each requirement how they are verified. In this case, we use the OSATE Latency Analysis feature presented in “Flow Latency Analysis with the Architecture Analysis and Design Language (AADL)” [Feiler 2008]. This analysis is controlled by a verification plan that indicates how the requirement LatencyCheck is verified. On this occurrence, it is by executing the corresponding analysis plugin.

```plaintext
verification plan VerificationPlan_SensorProcessing for Reqs_SensorProcessing [  
  claim LatencyCheck [  
    activities  
      responsetime : Plugins.EndToEndFlowLatencyAnalysis ()  
  ]  
]
```

### 4.3.3 Modeling the System Architecture Using AADL

In parallel to the ALISA requirement capture, the architecture of the system is captured using AADL. Figure 14 illustrates the model we built.

![Figure 14: SensorProcessing / AADL Model](image)

This model is built around typical AADL concepts:

- A **system** component acts as the boundary of the system we design. Its subcomponents host all parts.
- A **processor** and **device** connected through a **bus** capture the hardware platform consisting of a Raspberry Pi computer and a sensor.
- A **process** hosts the software part of the system.

Note: We dedicated most of the modeling effort to the software itself to capture the functions to be executed, the interfaces, and the connection to software implementation.

---

5 This section corresponds to the content of the aadl folder.
We connect AADL model elements such as data types or subprograms to existing source code using the Data modeling annex to describe data types [SAE 2019], and the Code generation annex [SAE 2015] to link C code to AADL models.

```plaintext
--- BME280_Initialize: initialize the device
subprogram BME280_Initialize
properties
  Source_Language => (C);
  Source_Name => "bme280_initialize_entrypoint";
  Source_Text => ("../c/aadl_bme280.c", "../c/bme280.c");
end BME280_Initialize;

--- Calibration data (internal opaque type)
data BME280_Calib_Data
-- This type is wrapped in types.h to its original definition through a C typedef.
properties
  Source_Language => (C);
  Type_Source_Name => "bme280_calib_data";
  Source_Text => ("../c/bme280");
end BME280_Calib_Data;
```

### 4.4 Step 4: IoT Concerns and Implementation of C Functions

This step is concerned with the implementation of C functions that will support the execution of the system. Recall that code generated from AADL covers threads, communication, etc.

The user should implement the logic of the application itself: device drivers, data processing, and storage.

Each part is implemented as C functions, with the following considerations:

- Original device drivers for the sensors are used. These drivers are wrapped into utility functions that provide the relevant data structures.
- Data processing is a basic step that turns data into time-stamped artifacts.
- Data storage is implemented using the Azure IoT middleware. AzureIoT provides cloud connectivity and data storage capabilities. We will elaborate on this part later in this chapter.

### 4.5 Step 5: ModDevOps: A Model-Level CI/CD Pipeline

#### 4.5.1 Model-Only CI/CD Pipeline

From the combination of AADL models and ALISA verification plans, one may contemplate building a CI/CD pipeline to check the model. This has been investigated by Adventium Labs [Smith 2018]. Using the Civis tool, a designer may run an ALISA verification plan and report on other metrics, such as performance indicators. We consider this activity as mature and did not investigate using this tool during the execution of the TwinOps project.

Instead, we run the ALISA verification plan (as shown in Figure 15) and confirm the system is feasible.
4.5.2 Model-to-Code-to-Target CI/CD

We investigated how to go further and complement model-level CI/CD with a model-to-code pipeline that expands the envelope of CI/CD automation. Leveraging code generation from AADL using the Ocarina toolset [Lasnier 2009], we defined a pipeline that combines AADL models and C code artifacts and produces a binary for a specific target.

This pipeline is made of three stages:

- A code generation stage transforms AADL models into C compilation units. This stage uses the Ocarina AADL code generator.
- A compilation stage combines all C compilation units and compile a binary for a specific target. This stage uses a regular C compiler and the required libraries and headers (e.g., for concurrency and communication). The outcome of this stage is a docker container stored in one shared docker registry.
- A deployment stage deploys the binary to its execution platform. We use the Azure IoT platform to trigger the deployment on the target platform. On each deployment node, an Azure IoT node waits for a trigger message and pulls the latest container from the registry.

This pipeline is executed as an orchestrated CI/CD pipeline by a GitLab instance hosted in AWS.

Note: All configuration scripts, docker containers, and build scripts are bundled with this demonstration.

4.5.3 Conclusion

With this demonstration, we illustrated one possible ModDevOps pipeline. This pipeline relies on a set of modeling tools for the early stages. This part cannot be automated and relies on particular project guidance. Then, when all models were complete, we illustrated how a full CI/CD pipeline could be created to trigger model transformation, produce code, compile it, and deploy it.

Hence, ModDevOps is a particular instance of a DevOps process with additional verifications performed on models and code generated from. These additional steps increase the confidence in the software that is ultimately deployed. Such early verification capabilities have been evaluated in the context of another study by the SEI [Hansson 2018]. Automation, in particular code generation from AADL, reduces the gap between models and software by automating coding steps [Lasnier 2009].

4.6 Step 4 Revisited: Modeling the Environment / Modelica

To capture the environment of the system, we use Modelica [Fritzson 2011]. Modelica is a language that allows modeling of complex physics-based systems as mathematical models. Modelica
is defined as an object-oriented, equation-based programming language to model all types of physics phenomena (e.g., mechanics, thermodynamics, and electromagnetism).

### 4.6.1 About Modelica

The Modelica language is a nonproprietary, object-oriented, equation-based language to model complex physical systems that combine mechanics, electrics, hydraulics, and other types of physical systems. It is developed by the Modelica Association.

A Modelica modeling environment supports model editing, compiling, and model translation towards C to later perform a simulation of the model. In the following case study, we use the open-source OpenModelica environment, compiler, and translator.

Modelica is a modeling language as much as a programming language. It supports an acausal way of describing a system (i.e., as a set of equations). A Modelica system translator will compile the model into a causal imperative program to be executed.

Modelica is based on four idioms: connectors, variables, equations (including derivative operators), and connections. In the following section, we list only relevant elements for this study. More details can be found in the book *Principles of Object-Oriented Modeling and Simulation with Modelica 3.3: A Cyber-Physical Approach*, 2nd ed. [Fritzson 2015].

A **model** is the entry point of a Modelica component. **Parameters** denote constant values used by the system (e.g., its mass). The **equation** part of a system comprises the equations that control the dynamics of the system. The following example illustrates a basic model of a resistor.

```
model Resistor
  Pin r1, r2;
  parameter Real Resistance = 1000;
  equation
    0 = r1.i + r2.i;
    0 = r1.v - r2.v - Resistance * r1.i;
end Resistor;
```

### 4.6.2 Setting Up the Modelica IDE and Tools

We propose a docker container that embeds one installation of the OpenModelica toolset, similar to the one provided for OSATE. OpenModelica allows for model edition, simulation, and code generation targeting the FMI.

### 4.6.3 Modeling the SensorProcessing environment

We used Modelica to provide a basic model of the environment illustrated in Figure 16. This model has two internal sources that set the temperature and pressure of a system.
Figure 16: SensorProcessing: Model of the Environment

The model has no input. Internal sources control the temperature and pressure of an ideal room. Two output parameters report measured values for the pressure and temperature parameters. These values can also be displayed during the simulation.

Note: For simplicity, we captured a very basic system with no variations in the physical parameters. Our objective in this exercise is to demonstrate model interoperability. A more representative physical system is introduced in the next section.

4.7 Step 5 Revisited: TwinOps: A ModDevOps Specialization for CPS Simulation

In this section, we revisit this demo with the objective of building a simulator rather than the actual system. The simulator would execute a model of the environment that interacts with the software elements. To do so, we leverage the FMI standard to connect models and perform co-simulation.

4.7.1 About the FMI Standard

Modelica provides a large set of simulation capabilities. In this project, we were interested in the capability to export a Modelica model to FMI.

FMI is the main result of the MODELISAR ITEA 2 European project [Blochwitz 2011]. FMI was first designed to improve vehicles embedded systems modeling and simulation. FMI usage and research investigations now spread over a variety of domains and industries.

FMI defines an interface to be implemented by an executable called a Functional Mockup Unit (FMU). The FMI functions are used (called) by a simulation environment to create one or more instances of the FMU and to simulate them, typically in combination with other models. An FMU may either have its own solver (FMI for Co-Simulation) or requires the simulation environment to perform numerical integration (FMI for Model Exchange).

Each model has an FMU. An FMU is a compressed archive that contains a binary file (actually a dynamic library) that embeds a simulator or the model and an XML file that describes the model contents/properties (its associated model variables). Both FMI for Model-Exchange and Co-Simulation support the design and execution of
• discrete-time systems (e.g., describing a sampled-data controller)
• continuous-time systems (e.g., describing continuous behaviors with DAE)
• a combination of the systems above (e.g., describing hybrid system)

In the following demo, we considered only the Co-Simulation case. It enables interoperability across heterogeneous models. Co-simulation is a technique used for the simulation of coupled models. A coupled model is a model that describes a system as a network of (logically or physically) coupled (or connected) components. In the coupled model formalism, the connections between subsystems are represented with connectors, or mathematical equalities. Formally, a coupled model may be represented as a graph structure.

For non-causal and continuous models, the graph is undirected. For causal models, the graph is directed. A coupled model is valid if the type and causalities of connected ports are compatible [Gomes 2017].

4.7.2 Coupling FMI and AADL

FMI 2.0 for Co-Simulation supports the connection of causal models only. The data exchange between subsystems is performed at discrete communication points. In the interval between two communication points, the subsystems are solved independently by their respective solvers. Primary algorithms control exchanges of data between the subsystems and the synchronization between secondary algorithms. We have previously demonstrated how to leverage AADL to import FMUs as AADL components and use AADL semantics to define this primary algorithm [Hugues 2018]. We rely on the following assumptions.

Actual sensors and actuators are connected to a CPS to provide data and means of actuation. The CPS interacts with those sensors and actuators at a precise time. A Modelica model produces sensor data as output or reacts to actuators’ inputs, whereas an AADL model captures the processing chain from sensor data inputs to actuators. The AADL model also specifies when data should flow. The times of these interactions provide the basis to define communication points so that the AADL and Modelica simulation engines can run in parallel.

Hence, we use AADL in two different but complementary ways. First, as a model of a CPS; and second, as a master algorithm to couple an architectural description and other models transformed into an FMU. This approach allows bringing new modeling formalisms to AADL: Modelica, Simulink, or SCADE Suite.

For each FMU, we generate an AADL model that captures the interface of the component, and we support C code to interact with this FMU. This component can then be integrated directly. This model is then integrated into a variant of the model we used for code generation; first as a variant of the device in BME280_FMU; and then fully integrated into the SensorProcessingExample_FMU.x86 system. The latter combines the functional processing with the simulation of the environment provided by Modelica as a binary that can be executed on x86 platforms.
5 Conclusion: TwinOps: A ModDevOps Pipeline for CPS

In the previous sections, we presented our modeling process comprising several modeling and model transformation steps. These steps are combined through a ModDevOps pipeline (as shown in Figure 17). Per construction, all interactions between stages are interactions through the project SCM repository that stores artifacts.

![ModDevOps Pipeline](image)

**Figure 17: ModDevOps Pipeline**

We have organized a traditional CI/CD pipeline that will consider any update at the model or code level to produce a binary that will be deployed on the final platform. This combination of model-based systems and software engineering and DevOps, which we call ModDevOps, provides a seamless composition of analyses at model level, model simulation, and deployment on the final targets. It leverages the complete ecosystem of model-based tools to bring increased automation.

We have demonstrated one instance of ModDevOps on the SensorProcessing demo, an IoT system. It leverages SysML, AADL, Modelica, and the C language. First, we illustrated how one can combine SysML and AADL for the development of the embedded component of the system. Next, we showed how code generation and the Azure IoT platform enables a model-to-code pipeline. Finally, we demonstrated the capability to a model-to-simulation pipeline and achieved co-simulation of the AADL and Modelica models.

The capability to generate a simulation of a system from AADL and Modelica, and the actual system from AADL and C, enables a digital twin capability. The AADL models used in both cases
only differ in their interfaces to the sensors and actuators: C for the actual system and Modelica for the simulated one. All other components are shared. This means that the simulation of the system could be faithfully compared to the actual system running, and that we produced an actual digital twin of a CPS.
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